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This article describes a local parameterization of orthogonal and semi-orthogonal
matrices. The parameterization leads to a unified approach for obtaining the
asymptotic joint distributions of estimators of singular-values and -vectors, and of
eigen-values and -vectors. The singular- or eigen-values can have arbitrary multi-
plicities. The approach is illustrated on principal components analyzes, canonical
correlation analysis, inter-battery factory analysis, and reduced-rank regression.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal and semi-orthogonal matrices play important roles in many
multivariate statistical models. Generally, the columns of the (semi-) orthog-
onal matrices are singular-vectors or eigen-vectors. This article describes a
parameterization for (semi-) orthogonal matrices. The parameterization is
used to obtain Taylor series expansions of a class of estimating functions
for singular-vectors and -values, and for eigen-vectors and -values. Sample
singular-vectors, eigen-vectors, etc. can be obtained as solutions to special
cases of the estimating functions. Inverting the Taylor series yields unified
expressions for the asymptotic joint distributions of estimators of singular-
vectors, eigen-vectors, and their associated singular-values and eigen-values.
One advantage of the proposed approach is that it automatically yields
easily programmed matrix expressions for the bias and dispersion of the
estimators.
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Early work in this area was concerned with inference on eigen-values
and -vectors of covariance matrices when sampling from a multivariate
normal distribution. Asymptotic distributions were obtained by Girshick
[21], Lawley [33], Anderson [1], Anderson [2], and James [27]. Analo-
gous results for non-normal distributions having finite fourth moments
were obtained by Waternaux [53], Davis [13], Fujikoshi [19], and Fang
and Krishnaiah [15]. Matrix expressions for some of Waternaux’s [53]
result were given in Kollo and Neudecker [30]. Kollo and Neudecker
also gave results for eigen-values and vectors of symmetric correlation
matrices. The asymptotic distribution of eigen-projections of sample
correlation matrices was given by Schott [42].
The distribution of singular-values of random matrices also has received
substantial attention. Muirhead and Waternaux [37] obtained the joint
asymptotic distribution of the non-zero canonical correlations when all multi-
plicities are ones and when sampling from a population having finite fourth
moments. They also obtained simplifications when sampling from elliptical
distributions. Seo, Kanda, and Fujikoshi [43] extended Muirhead and
Waternaux’s results by providing Bartlett corrections to test statistics for dimen-
sionality when sampling from multivariate elliptical distributions. Certain of
Muirhead and Waternaux’s results were obtained by Steiger and Browne [45]
using a different technique. Eaton and Tyler [14] expressed the asymptotic
joint distribution of the singular-values of a random matrix in terms of the
asymptotic distribution of the random matrix itself. Eaton and Tyler’s results
apply whether or not the population singular-values are distinct. Chadoeuf and
Denis [9] obtained the asymptotic joint distribution of the sample singular-
value and -vector corresponding to a rank-1 interaction in ANOVA under
normality. Asymptotic marginal distributions of the singular-values and
-vectors corresponding to rank2 interaction models when sampling from a
normal distribution were obtained by Goodman and Haberman [24].
Asymptotic distributions for vector spaces generated by sample eigen-
vectors and singular-vectors of random matrices were obtained by Tyler [51].
Tyler used these asymptotic distributions to construct tests of hypotheses
concerning the vector spaces generated by population eigen-vectors and
singular-vectors. Tyler’s procedures are applicable when sampling from
populations having finite fourth moments and simplify when the distribu-
tion is elliptical.
The organization of this article is as follows. In Section 2, statistical
models for non-symmetric matrices are described. The existence of certain
moments is assumed, but the underlying distribution need not be known.
In Section 3, the proposed parameterization is described. A class of estimators
of population singular- or eigen-values (with arbitrary multiplicities) and
their corresponding singular- or eigen-vectors also is described in Section 3.
The estimators are obtained as the solutions to generalized estimating
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equations (Liang and Zeger, [34]; Godambe, [22]). Sample singular-
values and -vectors (or eigen-values and -vectors) can be obtained as
special cases. In Section 4, the parameterization is used to obtain Taylor
series expansions of the estimating equations. Higher order terms in the
Taylor series expansion are used to obtain expressions for the bias of the
estimators. In addition, an algorithm for solving the estimating equations
and modifications to obtain asymptotic distributions in the case of symmetric
matrices are described. In Section 5, the parameterization is illustrated on
principal components analysis, canonical correlation analysis, inter-battery
factor analysis, and reduced rank regression.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
2.1. Primary Model
Let 3 be a fixed a_b matrix (ab). The entries of 3, for example,
could be covariances, correlations, or regression coefficients. It is assumed
that 3 has rank ra and admits the following full-rank SVD:
3=145$= :
r
j=1
#j *j!$j , (1)
where 1=(#1 } } } #r) is an a_r (semi-) orthogonal matrix of left singular-
vectors; 4 is an r_r diagonal matrix having the ordered singular-values
on the diagonal *1 } } } *r>0; and 5=(!1 } } } !r) is a b_r (semi-)
orthogonal matrix of right singular-vectors. Denote the number of distinct
singular-values by k; the multiplicity of the jth distinct singular-value by mj ;
and the ordered distinct singular-values by {1> } } } >{k>0. The SVD of 3
also can be written as
3= :
k
j=1
{j 1j5$j , (2)
where the columns of 1j : a_mj and 5j : b_mj are the left and right singular-
vectors that correspond to the j th distinct singular-value. Initially, it is
assumed that 3 is asymmetric and that 1 and 5 are functionally independent.
Modifications for the case of symmetric 3 are described in Section 4.
Let T be an estimator of 3 based on a sample of size n. The rank and
multiplicities of the singular-values of T need not agree with those of 3. It
is assumed that T satisfies the following conditions:
T=3+Op(n&12); n Var(vec T)=0n<;
(3)
- n vec(T&3) wwdist N(0, 0),
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where 0=limn   0n is finite. Furthermore, it is assumed that a consistent
estimator of 0 is available. The model described by (3) is called the
‘‘primary model’’ to distinguish it from the ‘‘canonical model,’’ that is
described in Section 2.3.
2.2. Identifiability
The singular-vectors of 3 are identified only up to arbitrary orthogonal
rotations. That is, (1j , 5j); j=1, ..., k in (2) can be replaced by (1jQj , 5jQj),
were Qj is any matrix in Omj , the space of orthogonal matrices of order mj .
To remove this indeterminacy, a set of restrictions could be imposed on the
singular-vectors.
Anderson and Rubin [4] describe several sets of suitable restrictions in
the context of factor analysis. These restrictions also are suitable in the
context of SVD. For example, Q1 , ..., Qk could be chosen to optimize an
orthogonal rotation criterion. See Clarkson and Jennrich [11] for descriptions
and algorithms for optimizing several such criteria.
In this article, the manner in which identifiability of singular-vectors is
managed depends on the value of mj . If mj=1, then Qj=\1. The sign will
be chosen so that the first non-zero entry in 1j is positive. If mj2, then
attention will be restricted to functions of the singular-vectors that are
invariant to orthogonal rotation (e.g., 1j 5$j , 1j1$j , and 5j5$j).
In the remainder of this article, the columns of 1 and 5 that are
associated with singular-values having unit multiplicity are assumed to be
identified. The remaining columns are identified only up to orthogonal
rotation. For estimation purposes, restrictions will be imposed so that all
singular-vectors are identified. These restrictions, however, will be imposed
on the canonical model described below, rather than on the primary model
in (2).
2.3. Canonical Model
Let A and B be orthogonal matrices constructed as follows:
A=(1 1N ) and B=(5 5N ), (4)
where 1N : a_(a&r) and 5N : b_(b&r) are semi-orthogonal matrices
whose columns are bases for N(1$) and N(5$), respectively; and N(M)
is the null space of M. If dim[N(1$)]=1, then 1N is assumed to be
identified and likewise for 5N . Let T*=A$TB. From (3), it follows that
T*#A$TB=3*+Op(n&12), and
- n vec(T*&3*) wwdist N[0, (BA)$ 0(BA)], where (5)
3*=A$3B=1*45*$; 1*=A$1; and 5*=B$5.
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The model described by (5) is called the ‘‘canonical model’’ because the
matrices of singular-vectors have been transformed to equivalent canonical
form. That is,
1*=(1*1 } } } 1*k)=\ Ir0a&r, r+ and 5*=(5*1 } } } 5*k)=\
Ir
0b&r, r+ , (6)
where 1*i and 5*i have dimension a_m i and b_mi , respectively. Singular-
values are invariant to orthogonal rotation, so the diagonal entries in 4 are
the singular-values of 3 as well as 3*.
3. PARAMETERIZATION OF CANONICAL MODEL
3.1. Consistent Estimators
Let 3 *=1 *4 5 *$ be an estimator of the canonical parameter matrix 3*.
It is assumed that this estimator is obtained as the unique solution to an
estimating equation and that 3 *=3*+Op(n&12). In many applications,
1 *, 4 , and 5 * will differ from sample singular values and vectors because
these estimators are formed under the multiplicity constraint and because
the estimating equation may employ a non-identity weight matrix. Even
though 3 * is unique, the singular-vectors of 3 * are unique only up
to orthogonal rotation. Let (1 j*, 5 j*) for j=1, ..., k be an arbitrary set of
solutions and let 1 jj* be the mj_mj sub-matrix formed by rows sj&mj+1
to sj of 1 j*, where sj= ji=1 mi . Using the QR factorization, an orthogonal
matrix Q j # Omj can be found such that L jj=1 jj*Q j is a lower triangular
matrix with non-negative diagonal entries. If rank(1 jj*)=mj , then the QR
factorization is unique (Golub and van Loan, p. 153, [23]). If the distribution of
T is continuous, then Pr[rank(1jj*)=mj]=1. Otherwise, Pr[rank(1jj*)=mj]
converges to 1.
Accordingly, L jj=Imj+Op(n
&12) and consistent estimators of 1j* and
5j* can be obtained as 1 j*Q j and 5 j*Q j . In the remainder of this article,
1 * and 5 * will denote the consistent estimators of 1* and 5*. That is
L 11 } } } v
b } } } b
1 *=\ v } } } L kk+ ,b b b
v v v
where L jj is an mj_mj lower triangular matrix with non-negative diagonal
entries and v is not restricted except by 1 *$1 *=Ir .
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Define 1*N and 5*N as
1*N =\0r, a&rIa&r + and 5*N =\
0r, b&r
Ib&r + . (7)
Thus, 1*N and 5*N are semi-orthogonal matrices whose columns are
bases for N(1*$) and N(5*$), respectively. A consistent estimator of 1*N
can be obtained as follows. Let 1 *N be a semi-orthogonal matrix whose
columns form a basis set for N(1 *$). The QR factorization of 1 *$N
produces a matrix Q Ng # Oa&r such that after rotation 1 *N =( v L $Ng)$ is
consistent for 1*N , where L Ng : a&r_a&r is a lower triangular matrix
with non-negative diagonal elements; and v is not restricted except by
1 *$N1 *N =Ia&r . The same procedure can be used to obtain a consistent
estimator of 5*N .
3.2. Local Parameterization of the Canonical Model
Let I# and I! be square matrices of parameters having order a and b,
respectively. The first r columns of I# and I! contain the parameters
associated with 1* and 5*. The remaining columns contain the parameters
associated with 1*N and 5*N . The manner in which these matrices are
parameterized is best illustrated by an example. Suppose that a=8,
b=9, and the vector of multiplicities is m=(1 3 2)$. Then, the matrices of
parameters are given by
and
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The matrices have been partitioned to emphasize the general pattern of param-
eters. Structural zeros are denoted by 0 and are located in the same positions
as the structural zeros in 1 *, 1 *N , and 5 *N . Identified parameters are denoted
by +g and +x and are located (i) above the main diagonal in the first r columns
of I# and I! and (ii) in the last a&r and b&r rows of the first r columns of I#
and I! . For convenience, the parameters can be collected into vectors:
+g=(+g1 +g2 } } } )$, +x=(+x1 +x2 } } } )$, ’g=(’g1 ’g2 } } } )$, etc.
Using the implicit function theorem (Fulks, [17], p. 352), it can be shown
(Theorem 1, below) that the remaining parameters are implicit differentiable
functions of +g and +x in an open neighborhood of +g=0 and +x=0. Specifi-
cally, ’g and ’x are implicit functions of +g and +x , respectively; ?g and ?x are
implicit functions of ;g and ;x , respectively; and ;g and ;x , in turn, are implicit
functions of +g and +x , respectively. The order implied by the subscripts in I#
and I! is recommended because it leads to simple expressions for derivatives.
In addition to +g and +x , the distinct singular-values +t=({1 } } } {k)$ also
are identified. The identified parameters and their estimators can be written in
vector form as
+=\
+t
+g
+x+#_
D&1m P$t vec 4
P$g vec 1*
P$x vec 5* &=\
{
0a*, 1
0b*, 1+ , and
(8)
+^=\
+^t
+^g
+^x+#_
D&1m P$t vec 4
P$g vec 1 *
P$x vec 5 * & ,
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where Pt : r2_k, Pg : ar_a*, and Px : br_b* are matrices of zeros and ones
that pick out the identified parameters; a*=ar& 12 (r
2+m$m); b*=br&
1
2r(r+1); Pt satisfies Pt {=vec 4; and Dm=P$t Pt=Diag(m1 , ..., mk).
MATLAB code for computing Pt , Pg , and Px is given in Appendix A1.
The inf-boundedness condition described by Shapiro [44] is satisfied by
the proposed parameterization because the parameter spaces for +g and +x
are each bounded and +t   O 3*  . The above parameterization
is valid in an open neighborhood of (+$g +$x)=0, but not necessarily
everywhere in the parameter space. Khuri and Good [32] reviewed several
ways to obtain globally valid parameterizations of orthogonal matrices, but
none of the reviewed procedures are applicable to the model in (2).
Expressions for first derivatives are given in Theorem 1. A proof is
outlined in Appendix A2.
Theorem 1. Let 1 *, 4 , and 5 * be consistent estimators of 1*, 4,
and 5*, respectively. Define 3*+^ , F1 , DNg , and DNx as
3*+^ #1 *4 5 *$, F1 #
 vec 3*+^
 +^$ } +^=+ ,
DNg #
 vec 1 *N
 +^$g } +^g=0 , and DNx #
 vec 5 *N
 +^$x } +^x=0 .
Then, F1 is an ab_& matrix having rank-&, where, &=r(a+b&r)+k&
1
2 (r+m$m). Furthermore,
F1=[(5*1*) Pt (5*4Ia) Dg I(a, b)(1*4Ib) Dx];
DNg=&I(a, a&r)(1*1*$N ) Dg ; and
DNx=&I(b, b&r)(5*5*$N ) Dx ;
where
Dg #
 vec 1 *
 +^$g } +^g=0 =[Dg, 2 } } } Dg, k (Ir 1*N ) I(a&r, r)];
Dg, i=(1*$Ia)(Ia2&I(a, a))(1i* 1*(1: i&1)), i=2, ..., k;
Dx #
 vec 5 *
 +^$x } +^x=0
=[Dx, 2 } } } Dx, k (Ir 5*N ) I(b&r, r) Dx, k+2];
Dx, i=(5*$Ib)(Ib2&I(b, b))(5i*5*(1: i&1)), i=2, ..., k;
Dx, k+2=(5*$Ib)(Ib2&I(b, b))[(51*51*) L1 } } } (5*k 5k*) Lk];
1*(1: i )=(1*1 } } } 1i*); 5*(1 : i )=(5*1 } } } 5i*);
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I( } , } ) is the commutation matrix (MacRae, [35]); Lj is an m2j _mj (mj&1)2
matrix whose [(l&1)(l2&1)+ f ]th column is emj
l
emjf ; 1 f <lmj ;
and emjf is the fth column of Imj . Magnus and Neudecker [36] denoted the
commutation matrix I(a, b) by Kb, a . MATLAB code for computing Dg and
Dx is given in Appendix A1.
Higher order derivatives can be obtained by a straightforward extension
of the procedure in Appendix A2. Expressions for second derivatives are
given in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Define F2 , DNgg , and DNxx as
F2 #
2 vec 3*+^
 +^$ +^$ } +^=+ ,
DNgg #
2 vec 1 *N
 +^$g  +^$g } +^g=0 , and DNxx #
2 vec 5 *N
 +^$x  +^$x } +^x=0 .
Then,
F2= :
3
i=1
:
3
j=1
3* (2)ij (Ei E j),
DNgg= :
r
i=1
:
a&r
j=1
(ea&rj eai )(vec[D$g[(eri 1*ea$j+r)
+(eir$1*$eaj+r)] Dg])$
& :
a&r
1i j \
ea&ri e
a
j+r
1+$ij +
_(vec[D$g(Ir eai+r ea$j+r+eaj+rea$i+r) Dg])$; and
DNxx= :
r
i=1
:
b&r
j=1
(eb&rj ebi )(vec[D$x[(eri 5*eb$j+r)
+(ei
r$5*$ebj+r)] Dx])$& :
b&r
1i j \
eb&ri ebj+r
1+$ij +
_(vec[D$x(Ir ebi+re
b$j+r+e
b
j+re
b$i+r) Dx])$;
where
3* (2)ij #
2 vec 3*+^
 +^$i  +^$j } +^=+ ; +^1=+^t ; +^2=+^g ; +^3=+^x ;
E1=(Ik 0k, a*+b*); E2=(0a*, k Ia* 0a*, b*); E3=(0b*, k+a* Ib*);
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a* and b* are defined in (8); $ij is Kronecker’s $; 3 ij*
(2) is the ij th entry in
the following table:
0ab, k2 [5* (vec Ir)$Ia](Pt Dg) I(a, b)[1* (vec Ir)$Ib](Pt Dx)
312*
(2)I(a*, k) (5*4Ia) Dgg I(a, b)[Ia vec 4Ib]$ [I (r, a) Dg Dx]
313*
(2) I(b*, k) 323*
(2) I(b*, a*) I(a, b)(1*4Ib) Dxx
Dgg #
2 vec 1 *
 +^$g  +^$g } +^g=0
=& :
r
1i j \
eri e
a
j
1+$ij + (vec[D$g((eri ejr$+e rj eir$)Ia) Dg])$;
and
Dxx #
2 vec 5 *
 +^$x  +^$x } +^x=0
= & :
r
1i j \
eri ebj
1+$ ij + (vec[D$x((eri ejr$+erj eir$)Ib) Dx])$.
3.3. Asymptotic Distributions of Estimators in the Canonical Model
In this section, generalized estimating functions that define a class of
estimators in the canonical model (5) are described. Asymptotic distribu-
tions of the estimators are obtained by expanding the estimating equations.
The expansion also can be used to construct algorithms for computing
estimates of the parameters in the primary model (3). These algorithms are
described in Section 4. Asymptotic distributions of estimators in the primary
model also are described in Section 4.
Let W be an ab_ab positive definite matrix of weights. The weight
matrix is a ‘‘working’’ covariance for - n vec(T&3) in the primary model
(3) and could depend on 3 as well as on an additional vector of unknown
parameters, . Furthermore, it is assumed that an estimator of  (namely,
^) exists and that ^=+Op(n&12).
Estimators of 1*, 4, and 5* in the canonical model (5) can be obtained
as 1 *=1*(+^), 4 =4(+^), and 5 *=5*(+^); where +^ is the solution to the
generalized estimating equation
g*(+^, ^)=0, where g*(+, )=F$1W*&1 vec(T*&3*+);
(9)
W*=(BA)$ W(BA);
F1 is the matrix of first derivatives from Theorem 1; and A and B are fixed
matrices defined in (4).
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Let .=(+$ $)$ and .^=(+^$ ^$)$. An asymptotic expansion for +^ can be
obtained by expanding the generalized estimating function (9) in a Taylor
series around .=.^; equating the expansion to zero; and solving for +^. The
results are summarized in Theorem 3, Corollary 3.1, and Corollary 3.2.
Theorem 3. Let +^ be the solution to the generalized estimating equations
in (9). Assume that

+
=0; and that
2W
..
is finite
for all + and  in their respective parameter spaces. Then,
(+^&+)=V10 vec(T*&3*)+V11[(^&)vec(T*&3*)]
+V20[vec(T*&3*)vec(T*&3*)]+Op(n&32),
where
V10=(F$1 W*
&1F1)
&1 F$1 W*
&1;
V11=&V10(BA)$
W
$
[Iq  (BA) W*&1(Iab&HF )];
V20=(F$1 W*
&1F1)
&1 F$11[V10 W*&1(Iab&HF )]&
1
2
V10F2(V10 V10)
&V10(BA)$
W
(vec 3)$
[V10  (BA) W*&1(Iab&HF )];
q is the dimension of ; HF is the projection operator F1V10 ; and
F11 #
2 vec 3*+^
 +^ +^$ } +^=+ .
The matrix F11 has dimensions ab&_& for & of Theorem 1 and is related to
F2 of Theorem 2 by vec F11=vec F2 .
Corollary 3.1. The limiting distribution of +^ is the following:
- n(+^&+) wwdist N(0, 8), where 8=V10(BA)$ 0(BA) V$10 ;
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and 0 is defined in (3). Furthermore, if all cumulants of [(vec T)$ ^$] are
finite, then
E(+^)=++V10 vec[E(A$TB&3*)]+V11 vec[Cov[vec(A$TB), ^]]
+n&1V20 vec[(BA)$ 0n(BA)]+O(n&32).
If W is solely a function of 3 or if W is a matrix of known constants, then
the order of approximation in the above expectation is O(n&2) rather than
O(n&32). Also, if W B 0n , then the first component of V20 (i.e., the term
containing F11) drops out of the above expectation.
Corollary 3.2. If W=I, then E1(F$1F1)&1 F$11[V10 I&HF ]=0 and
E1V1031 j*
(2)=0 for j=1, 2, 3, where E1 and 3 ij*
(2) are defined in Theorem 2.
Accordingly, E({^j) simplifies to
E({^j)=E tr[1$T5Mj]mj+tr[D$g({ jM j Ia) Dg8n, 22](2nmj)
+tr[D$x({jMj Ib) Dx8n, 33](2nmj)
&tr[D$g(41*Mj5*$) Dx8n, 32](nmj)+O(n&2),
where 8n=V10(BA)$ 0n(BA) V$10 ; 8n is partitioned conformably to +;
and Mj=ki=1 $ijImi .
4. APPLICATIONS TO THE PRIMARY MODEL
4.1. Asymptotic Distributions
The estimating equation in (9) can be written in terms of the primary
model as follows:
g*(+^, ^)=F $1(BA)$ W &1 vec(T&3+^)=0, (10)
where 3+^=A3+^*B$. Let 1 4 5 $ be the SVD of 3+^ in (10). Then, the
asymptotic distribution of 1 in the primary model can be obtained from
the asymptotic distribution of 1 * in the canonical model by using
1 j=A1 j* for the case m j=1; and
1 j1 $j=A1 j*1 j*$A$ in general.
These asymptotic distributions follow directly from Theorem 3 and are
summarized in Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4. Asymptotic distributions for other
rotation invariant functions of 1 and 5 (e.g., 5 5 $, 1 5 $) also can be obtained
from Theorem 3.
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Corollary 3.3. Let +^ be a solution to (9). Let 1 =A1 *. Then
{^&{=+^t&+t ;
vec(1 &1)=(Ir A) Dg +^g
+ 12 (Ir A) Dgg(+^g  +^g)+Op(n
&32)
whenever all singular values are distinct;
1 j&1j=(1j*$1*A) Dg +^g
+ 12 (1j*$1*A) Dgg(+^g  +^g )+Op(n
&32)
whenever mj=1; and
vec(1 j1 $j&1j1$j)=Vg, j +^g+Vgg, j (+^g  +^g)+Op(n&32)
in general;
where Vg, j=(Ia2+I(a, a))[1Mj A(Ia&1j*1j*$)] Dg ;
Vgg, j=
1
2 (Ia2+I(a, a))[(1M j A) Dgg
+[A (vec Mj)$A](I(r, a)Dg Dg)];
and Mj is given in Corollary 3.2.
Corollary 3.4. The limiting distributions of {^, 1 , and 3 are the following:
- n ({^&{) wwdist N(0, 8, 11);
- n vec(1 &1) wwdist N[0, (Ir A) Dg 8, 22D$g(Ir A$)]
whenever all singular values are distinct;
- n(1 j&1j) ww
dist N[0, (1j*$1*A) Dg 8, 22D$g(1*$1j*$ A$)]
whenever mj=1;
- n vec(1 j 1 $j&1j 1$j) ww
dist N[0, Vg, j 8, 22 V$g, j]; and
- n vec(3 &3) wwdist N[0, (BA) F1 8F$1(BA)$];
where 8, ij is the ij th sub-matrix of 8 in Corollary 3.1 partitioned
conformably to +.
4.2. Algorithm for Solving the Estimating Equations
In practice, A and B are not known, so the estimating equation in (9)
can not actually be solved for +^. This is of no concern, however, because
inferences based on the asymptotic distributions in Section 4.1 require only
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that the estimating equations be solved for 3+^=A3+^*B$=1 4 5 $. The
vectors +^g and +^x are treated as unobservable random vectors, whereas the
random vector +^t={^ is observable. The estimator 3+^ can be computed as
the solution to the following estimating equation:
g(A , B , {^, ^)=0, where
g(A , B , {^, ^)=F $1(B A )$ W &1 vec(T&1 4 5 $); (11)
A =(1 1 N ); B =(5 5 N );
F 1 is F1 of Theorem 3 evaluated at +~ =({^$ 01, a* 01, b*)$; and W is W of
(9) evaluated at ^ and 1 4 5 $. Theorem 4 shows that the solution to (11)
yields 3+^ .
Theorem 4. Let +^ be a &-vector in the parameter space of + and let
A =A(1*+^ 1*N, +^) and B =B(5*+^ 5*N, +^).
Then, (A , B , {^, ^) is the solution to (11) if and only if (+^, ^) is the solution
to (9).
Proof. Suppose that (+^, ^) is the solution to (9). Denote W evaluated
at ^ and 3+^ by W . Then F $1(BA)$ W &1 vec(T&3+^)=0. Note that
3+^=A3*+^B$=A 3+~ B $, where 3+~ =1*+~ 4+~ 5+~*$ ; (12)
and +~ =({^$ 0$a*, 1 0$b*, 1)$. If A, A , B, and B are held constant in (12) and
+~ and +^ are allowed to vary, then (12) represents two parameterizations
of 3. Furthermore, +~ is a one-to-one function of +^ in a neighborhood of +.
Application of the chain rule reveals that
(vec 3+^)$
 +^
=F $1(BA)$=\+~ $ +^ + F $1(B A )$,
where F 1 is the matrix of first derivatives evaluated at +~ . It follows that
(A , B , {^, ^) is the solution to (11). Invertability of +~ $ +^, implies the ‘‘only
if ’’ result. K
If W is proportional to an identity, then (11) can be solved by conven-
tional SVD. Weighted SVD can be used to solve (11) if all non-zero
singular-values are distinct and W=Wb Wa , where Wa : a_a and
Wb : b_b are each positive definite. For the general case, (11) can be solved
by GaussNewton steps alternated with numerical updates to A and B.
Denote estimates of A, B, 4, and W after the ith iteration by A(i) , B(i) , 4(i) ,
and W(i) , respectively. Let +(i)=({$(i) 0$a*, 1 0$b*, 1)$. Updates to the estimates
are computed in three steps.
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1. Compute a GaussNewton correction to +(i) :
$(i+1)=(F$1(i)W*
&1
(i) F1(i))
&1 F$1(i) W*
&1
(i) vec(A$(i) TB(i)&1*4(i) 5*$),
where W*(i)=(B(i) A(i))$ W(i)(B(i) A(i)); and F1(i) is the matrix of first
derivatives evaluated at +(i) .
2. Partition $(i+1) conformably to + and update estimates of {, A,
and B:
{(i+1)={(i)+$t, (i+1) ;
A(i+1)=A(i)(1*(i+1) 1*N(i+1)) and
B(i+1)=B(i)(5*(i+1) 5*N(i+1)), where
vec 1*(i+1)=Pg$g, (i+1)+Gg’g, (i+1) ;
vec 5*(i+1)=Px$x, (i+1)+Gx’x, (i+1) ;
Gg and Gx are defined in Appendix A2; and ’g, (i+1) and ’x, (i+1) are solu-
tions to 1*$(i=1) 1*(i+1)=Ir and 5*$(i+1) 5*(i+1)=Ir , respectively. MATLAB
code for computing Gg and Gx is given in Appendix A1. The solution for
’g, (i+1) must be computed iteratively. Let ’g, (i+1, j) be the estimate of
’g, (i+1) at the j th iteration. The Newton estimate at the ( j+1)st iteration
is
’g, (i+1, j+1)=’g, (i+1, j)&V
&1
(i+1, j)G$g vec[1*(i+1, j)(1*$(i+1, j) 1*(i+1, j)&Ir)];
where
V(i+1, j)=G$g(Ir 1*(i+1, j))(Ir2+I(r, r))(Ir 1*(i+1, j))$ Gg ;
and
vec 1*(i+1), j=Pg$g, (i+1)+Gg’g, (i+1, j) .
Typically, only a few iterations are required to compute ’g, (i+1) . The
solution for ’x, (i+1) can be computed by the same method. Solutions
for 1*N(i+1) and 5*N(i+1) can be computed as bases for N(1*$(i+1)) and
N(5*$(i+1)), respectively.
3. Update estimate of W: W(i+1) is W evaluated at ^ and 3(i+1)=
A(i+1)1*4(i+1) 5*$B$(i+1) .
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4.3. Modifications for Symmetric Matrices
If the random matrix T is a_a and symmetric with probability 1, then
it is assumed that
- n vec(T&3) wwdist N(0, 0); where
3=141$= :
k
i=1
{k 1i1$i ;
and 0 is positive semi-definite, has rank a(a+1)2, and satisfies
(Ia 2&I(a, a)) 0=0. The vector { contains the ordered distinct eigen-values
of 3. In many applications, 3 is positive definite (e.g., 3 is a covariance
matrix), but this need not be the case.
The asymptotic results and numerical algorithms in Section 3.3Section
4.2 apply to the symmetric case with the following modifications.
1. Change B to A wherever it occurs.
2. replace + and +^ by
+=\+t+g+ and +^=\
+^t
+^g+ ,
respectively.
3. Replace the expression for F1 in Theorem 1 by
F1=[(1*1*) Pt (Ia2+I(a, a))(1*4Ia) Dg].
4. Replace the expression for F2 in Theorem 2 by
F2= :
2
i=1
:
2
j=1
3* (2)ij (Ei Ej),
where E1=(Ik 0k, a*); E2=(0a*, k Ia*); a* is defined in (8); and 3 ij* (2) is
the ij th entry in the following table.
0a 2, k 2 (Ia2+I(a, a))[1* (vec Ir)$Ia](Pt Dg)
3* (2)12 I(a*, k) (Ia2+I(a, a))[(1*4Ia) Dgg+[Ia  (vec 4)$Ia][I(r, a)Dg Dg]]
5. ILLUSTRATIONS
Let Y be an n_d random matrix. It is assumed that Y can be written as
follows:
Y=X2+E, (13)
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where X is a known n_p design matrix with rank-rx , 2 is a p_d matrix
of unknown parameters, and E is a matrix of random errors. Denote the
ith column of E$ by =i , for i=1, ..., n. It is assumed that =i tiid with
E(=i)=0; Var(=i)=7; 7 is positive definite; and E(&=i&4)<. In many
applications, X=1n (an n-vector of ones). More generally, the columns of
X can code for treatments andor covariates.
Denote the usual unbiased estimator of 7 by S. That is,
S=(n&rx)&1 Y$(In&HX ) Y, (14)
where HX =X(X$X)& X$ is the perpendicular projection operator onto
R(X) (the column space generated by X), and ( } )& is any generalized
inverse. It is assumed that rank(X) does not depend on n and that each of
the rx non-zero eigen-values of X’X diverges to  as n  . It follows
from the multivariate central limit theorem that
- n(s&_) wwdist N(0, 0), (15)
where s=vec S; _=vec 7; 0=limn   0n ; and 0n=n Var(s).
In practice, 0n is not known and must be estimated. In some applica-
tions (e.g., Section 5.5), estimators for Cov(vec C$2 , vec S) also are needed,
where 2 =(X$X)& X$Y is the least squares estimator of 2 in (13) and C$2
is estimable. Browne [7] constructed an unbiased estimator of 0n for the
special case when X=1n . Koning, Neudecker, and Wansbeek [31] gave
convenient matrix expressions for Browne’s estimator. Using the tilde
operator described by Koning et al., Browne’s estimata is easily modified
for general design matrices. The result is summarized in Theorem 5.
Theorem 5 also gives an unbiased estimator of Cov(vec C$2 , vec S).
Theorem 5. If fourth moments of Y are finite, then unbiased estimators
of 0n and Cov(vec C$2 , vec S) are given by
0 n=c1Z$Z&c2ss$&c3(Id2+I(d, d ))(SS), and
n Cov@(vec C$2 , vec S)=
n
n&rx
[; C$(X$X)& X$v1], where
Z=_ :
n
i=1
eni  (eni eni )$& [(In&HX ) Y (In&HX ) Y];
; =v&13 Y$(In&HX ) Z;
c1=
nv2
v4(n&rx)(n&rx+2)&3v22
;
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c2=
n[2v4(n&rx)+v22(n&rx&3)]
(n&rx&1)[v4(n&rx)(n&rx+2)&3v22]
;
c3=
n(n&rx)[v22&(n&rx) v4]
(n&rx&1)[v4(n&rx)(n&rx+2)&3v22]
;
v2=ni=1 v
2
ii ; v3=
n
i=1 
n
j=1 v
3
ij ; v4=
n
i=1 
n
j=1 v
4
ij ; vij is the ijth entry of
In&HX in (14); and v1 is the n-vector whose entries are vii for i=1, ..., n.
The d_d 2 matrix ; is an unbiased estimator of ;=E[=i (= i =i)$]. When
X=1n , the coefficients simplify to
v3=
(n&1)(n&2)
n
, c1=
n
(n&2)(n&3)
,
c2=
n2&2n&1
(n&2)(n&3)
, and c3=
n&1
(n&2)(n&3)
.
5.1. Principal Components
For notational consistency, denote the number of columns of Y in (13)
by a, rather than d. Equate 3 to 7 and write 3 as ki=1 {i1i1$i , where 1i
and {i for i=1, ..., k are defined in (2). Positive definiteness of 3 implies
that ki=1 mi=a, where mi is the multiplicity of the i th eigen-value. In this
application, the distinct eigen-values, {i , i=1, ..., k, and the vector spaces
spanned by the corresponding eigen-vectors, R(1i), i=1, ..., k are of interest.
The ordinary least squares eigen-decomposition of S, subject to fixed
multiplicity constraints is
3 = :
k
i=1
{^i 1 i1 $i , where {^=[{^i]=D&1m P$t vec 4 ; (16)
4 is a diagonal matrix with the ordered eigen-values of S on the diagonal;
Dm and Pt are given in (8); and 1 =(1 1 } } } 1 k) is the orthogonal matrix
of eigen-vectors of S. It is readily shown that (1 , 1 , {^, } ) is the solution to
the generalized estimating equation in (11) when W=Ia2 as well as when
W=77. Prentice and Zhao [40] also used generalized estimating
equations for covariance parameters.
Asymptotic distributions of {^ and 1 are given in Corollary 3.4, where
A=1;
8n=(F$1 F1)
&1 F$1(11)$ 0n(11) F1(F$1 F1)&1;
F1 is given in step 3 of Section 4.3; 1*=Ia ; and 0n is given in (15). Note
that the asymptotic covariance matrix for - n({^&{) simplifies to
8, 11=D
&1
m P$t(11)$ 0(11) Pt D
&1
m ,
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where Dm is given in (8). Furthermore, Corollary 3.2 yields
E({^j)={j+tr[D$g[({jMj Ia)&(4M j)] Dg 8n, 22](nmj)+O(n&2),
(17)
where 8n has been partitioned conformably to +; and M j is given in
Corollary 3.2. Waternaux [53] previously gave expressions for the asymptotic
distribution and bias of the sample eigen-values when all multiplicities are
one and when sampling from a distribution with finite fourth moments.
Matrix expressions for the asymptotic distribution of sample eigen-values
(but not the bias) were given by Kollo and Neudecker [30].
5.2. Principal Components on Correlation Matrices
Using the same setup as in Section 5.1, the population and sample
correlation matrices can be written as
3=D&127 7D
&12
7 and R=D
&12
S SD
&12
S
respectively, where D7 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries match
those of 7. The second order Taylor series expansion of R around S=7 is
the following:
vec(R)=vec(3)+L1(s&_)+ 12 L2[s&_s&_]+Op(n&32), (18)
where s=vec S; _=vec 7;
L1=_Ia 2&12 (Ia 2+I(a, a))(3Ia) D (1)7 & (D&127 D&127 );
L2=(Ia2+I(a, a)) {34 (3D&17 D&17 ) D (2)7
+
1
4
(D&17  [vec 3]$D&17 )(D (1)7 D (1)7 )
&(D&127  [vec D
&1
7 ]$D
&12
7 )(Ia2 D
(1)
7 )= ;
D (1)7 =&2
 vec(D&127 )
_$ }7=Ia = :
a
i=1
(eai ei
a$eai ei
a$); and
D (2)7 =\43+
2 vec(D&127 )
_$_$ }7=Ia = :
a
i=1
(eai ei
a$eai eia$eia$eia$).
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Using the Taylor series in (18) along with the multivariate central limit
theorem, it readily follows that
- n vec(R&3) wwdist N(0, L10L$1) and
E(vec R)=vec 3+(2n)&1 L2 vec(0n)+O(n&2). (19)
The asymptotic normal distribution of R (but not the bias) was previously
given by several authors (e.g., Browne and Shapiro [8]; Neudecker and
Wesselman [39]; Kollo and Neudecker [30]; Steiger and Hakstian [46, 47]).
The ordinary least squares eigen-decomposition of R, subject to fixed
multiplicity constraints can be written as (16), where {^=D&1m P$t vec(K);
K is the diagonal matrix with the ordered eigen-values of R on the
diagonal; and 1 is the matrix of eigen-vectors of R. It is readily shown
that (1 , 1 , {^, } ) is the solution to the generalized estimating equation in
(11) when W=Ia2 as well as when W=33.
Asymptotic distributions of {^ and 1 are given in Corollary 3.4, where
A=1;
8n=(F$1 F1)
&1 F$1(11)$ L1 0nL$1(11) F1(F$1F1)&1;
L1 is given in (18); F1 is given in step 3 of Section 4.3; and 1*=Ia . Note
that the asymptotic covariance matrix for - n({^&{) simplifies to
8, 11=D&1m P$t(11)$ L1 0L$1(11) Pt D&1m .
The asymptotic normal distribution of eigen-values and -vectors of sample
correlation matrices when all multiplicities are one was previously given by
Kollo and Neudecker [30]. Schott [41] showed that if mj=1, then the rank
of the asymptotic covariance matrix corresponding to - n (1 j&1j ) is either
a&1 or a&2 depending on the entries in 1 j . The bias of {^ can be obtained
from Corollary 3.2:
E({^j)={j+[vec(1Mj 1$)]$ L2 vec(0n)(2nmj)
+tr[D$g[({jMj Ia)&(4Mj)] Dg8n, 22](nmj)+O(n&2), (20)
where L2 is given in (18); Mj is defined in Corollary 3.2; and 0n is given
in (15).
5.3. Canonical Correlation
Partition the random matrix Y in (13) as Y=(Y1 Y2), where Y1 is n_a,
Y2 is n_b, and a+b=d. The population and sample canonical correlation
matrices can be written as
3=7&1211 7127
&12
22 and R12=S
&12
11 S12S
&12
22 , (21)
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respectively, where 7 and S have been partitioned conformably to Y as
7=\711721
712
722+ and S=\
S11
S21
S12
S22+ .
If the SVD of 3 is written as in (2), then the singular-values, {i for
i=1, ..., k, are the ordered distinct canonical correlations between Y1 and
Y2 and the coefficients of the canonical variates are
Cg=7
&12
11 1 and Cx=7
&12
22 5.
Denote the usual estimators of Cg and Cx by C g and C x . These estimators
are obtained by substituting S for 7 and conducting the SVD on R12 .
To obtain asymptotic distributions of the estimators of canonical
correlations and coefficients, it is convenient to work with the scaled
sample covariance matrix. Let S*ij=7
&12
ii S ij 7
&12
jj for i, j=1, 2 and define
R*12 as
R*12 #S*&1211 S*12S*
&12
22 .
The ordinary least squares SVD of R*12 , subject to fixed multiplicity
constraints, is
3 = :
k
i=1
{^i 1 i5 $i , where {^=[{^i]=D&1m P$t vec K; (22)
K is a diagonal matrix with the ordered singular-values of R*12 on the
diagonal; 1 and 5 are the matrices of left and right singular-vectors of R*12 ;
and Dm and Pt are defined in (8). It is readily shown that the singular
values of R12 and R*12 are identical and that the usual estimators of the
canonical coefficients can be written in terms of the scaled sample covariance
matrix as
C g=7&1211 S*
&12
11 1 and C x=7
&12
22 S*
&12
22 5 .
Furthermore, (1 , 5 , {^, } ) is the solution to the generalized estimating equa-
tion in (11) when W=Iab . Accordingly, asymptotic distributions of the
estimators can be obtained by applying Corollaries 3.13.4.
To employ Corollary 3.1, expressions for the variance and bias of R*12 are
required. Define S* and 7* as follows:
S*=\S*11S*21
S*12
S*22+ and 7*=\
Ia
3$
3
Ib+ . (23)
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The second order Taylor series expansion of R*12 around S*=7* is
vec(R*12)=vec(3)+L1(s&_)+ 12L2[(s&_) (s&_)]+Op(n&32), (24)
where
L1=(7
&12
22 7
&12
11 )[(Eb Ea)&
1
2 (7217
&1
11 Ea Ea)
& 12 (Eb 7127
&1
22 Eb)];
Ea=(Ia 0a, b); Eb=(0b, a Ib); and
L2=(7&1222 7&1211 )[ 34 (7217&111 Ea  [vec(E$a7&111 Ea)]$ Ea)
+ 34 (Eb  [vec(E$b 7
&1
22 Eb)]$7127
&1
22 Eb)
+(Eb  [vec( 12E$a 7
&1
11 7127
&1
22 Eb&E$a7
&1
11 Ea&E$b7
&1
22 Eb)]$Ea)].
Using the Taylor series in (24) along with the multivariate central limit
theorem, it readily follows that
- n vec(R*12&3) ww
dist N(0, L10L$1) and
E(vec R*12)=vec 3+(2n)&1 L2 vec 0n+O(n&2), (25)
where 0 is given in (15); and L1 and L2 are given in (24). Eaton and
Tyler [14] previously gave the asymptotic distribution of R*12 (but not
the bias) when sampling from multivariate elliptical distributions having
covariance matrix 7* in (23).
Asymptotic distributions of {^; 1 and 5 are given in Corollary 3.4, where
8n=(F$1F1)
&1 F$1(BA)$ L10nL$1(BA) F1(F$1F1)&1; (26)
F1 is given in Theorem 1; L1 is given in (24); and A and B are given in (4).
Note that the asymptotic covariance matrix for - n({^&{) simplifies to
8, 11=D
&1
m P$t(BA)$ L10L$1(BA) PtD
&1
m .
The bias of {^ is given in Corollary 3.2, where T=R*12 and 8n is given
in (26).
If all singular values are distinct, then the asymptotic distribution of the
canonical coefficients, C g , can be obtained as follows. First, expand C g
around 1 =1 as in Corollary 3.3 and use Theorem 3 to write +^g in terms
of vec(R*12&3). Second, use (24) to write R*12 in terms of vec(S&7). The
result is
vec(C g)=vec(Cg)+K1(s&_)+
1
2K2[(s&_) (s&_)]+Op(n
&32), (27)
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where
K1=(Ir 7&1211 A) DgU& 12(1$7&1211 Ea 7&111 Ea);
U=E2V10(BA)$ L1 ;
K2=
3
4 [1$7
&12
11 Ea  [vec(E$a7
&1
11 Ea)]$7
&1
11 Ea]
+(Ir 7&1211 A)[Dgg(UU)+DgE2V10(BA)$ L2
+2DgE2V20[(BA)$ L1  (BA)$ L1]]
&[Ir  [vec(E$a7&1211 A)]$7
&1
11 Ea][DgUIa2];
Dg is given in Theorem 1; Dgg and E2 are given in Theorem 2; V10 and V20
are given in (17); and L1 , L2 , and Ea are given in (24). Using (27), it
follows that
- n vec(C g&Cg) ww
dist N(0, K1 0K$1) and
E(vec C g)=vec Cg+
1
2n
K2 vec 0n+O(n&2). (28)
The asymptotic distribution of C x can be obtained by making obvious sub-
stitutions in (27) and (28). If only a subset of singular-values are distinct,
then (28) applies to the canonical coefficients that correspond to that
subset.
One test of H0 : 3=ki=1 1i5$i{i against a non-restricted 3 is to reject
H0 if
Q=n _ :
k
i=1
mi ln(1&{^2i )& :
a
i=1
ln(1&r2i )& (29)
is large, where ri for i=1, ..., a are the sample canonical correlations. If all
non-zero canonical correlations are distinct, then Q in (29) is the likelihood
ratio test (LRT) statistic under normality [18]. If all non-zero canonical
correlations are not distinct, then Q is not the LRT statistic. The algorithm
in Section 4.2 can be adapted to give maximum likelihood estimators
(MLEs) of canonical correlations under normality in the case of non-unit
multiplicities, but the modifications are not described in the present article.
Using Theorem 3 it is readily shown that if H0 is true, then
Q=n vec(R*12&3)$ V vec(R*12&3)+Op(n&12), where
V=(BA)(Iab&HF )(V&1b V&1a )
(30)
_[Iab+I(a, b)(3*3*$)](Iab&HF )(BA)$;
Va=Ia&1*4
21*$; Vb=Ib&5*4
25*$;
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HF is given in Theorem 3; and 3* is given in (3). Accordingly, it follows
from (25) that the asymptotic null distribution of Q is
Q wwdist :
ab&&
i=1
ci /2i ,
where & is given in Theorem 1; /2i for i=1, ..., ab&& are iid /
2(1) random
variables; ci for i=1, ..., ab&& are the non-zero eigen-values of L10L$1V;
L1 is given in (24); and 0 is given in (15). Under normality and unit-
multiplicities, it can be shown that ci=1 for i=1, ..., ab&& and the large
sample null distribution of Q is /2 with ab&& degrees of freedom.
Under certain conditions, Theorem 3 also can be used to obtain the
asymptotic non-null distribution of Q. Denote the canonical parameter
matrices (Section 2.3) under the alternative model by 1*alt , 4alt ; and 5*alt . Also,
denote the vector of multiplicities by malt ; the number of non-zero canonical
correlations by ralt; and the ordered distinct non-zero canonical correlations
by {alt, l for l=1, ..., kalt . Suppose that there exists a set of k+1 integers,
j0 , j1 , ..., jk that satisfies
1= j0< j1< j2< } } } < jk and mi= :
ji
l= ji&1
malt, l for i=1, ..., k.
(31)
Then, Theorem 3 applies with
{i=m&1i :
ji
l= ji&1
malt, l{alt, l
and
- n _Qn & :
k
i=1
mi ln(1&{2i )+ :
kalt
i=1
malt, i ln(1&{2alt, i)& wwdist N(0, |),
where
|=w$L10L$1w;
w=2[vec[1*alt4alt(Iralt&4
2
alt)
&1 5*$alt]&HF vec[1*4(Ir&42)&1 5*$]];
L1 and 0 are computed under the alternative model; and HF is computed
under the null model. In the case of unit multiplicities, the condition in (31)
simplifies to {alt, k+1>{alt, k . Muirhead and Waternaux [37] previously
derived the limiting distribution of Q for the special case of unit multiplicities.
Their non-null results also require that the condition in (31) be satisfied,
although they do not mention this condition.
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5.4. Inter-Battery Factor Analysis
Tucker’s [50] inter-battery factor analysis uses latent variables to model
the linear relations between two sets of test batteries. The model can be
written as
Y=X2+Z(1$ 5$)+E, (32)
where Y, X, and 2 are defined in (13); Y is partitioned as in the canonical
correlation model (Section 5.3); Z is an n_r matrix of latent variables;
1: a_r and 5: b_r are unknown semi-orthogonal factor loading matrices,
each having rank r; and E: n_(a+b) is a matrix of random errors. The
random matrices Z and E each have mean zero, are uncorrelated, and have
dispersion matrices
Var(vec Z)=4In and Var(vec E)=(;11 ;22)In ,
where  is the direct sum operator; 4: r_r is a positive-definite diagonal
matrix; and ;11 : a_a and ;22 : b_b are positive definite. Accordingly, the
dispersion of Y is 7In , where
7=\;11+141$541$
145$
;22+545$+ .
In some applications, the covariance matrices ;ii for i=1, 2 may have
intra-battery factor analytic structures (Browne, [6]), but in this article
attention is restricted to the inter-battery structure 145$.
Browne [6] showed that when all diagonal entries in 4 are distinct, the
MLE of the inter-battery structure under normality is
1 4 5 $=S1211 Ur Dr V$r S
12
22 ,
where UrDrV$r is the OLS rank-r SVD of S&1211 S12S
&12
22 and the matrices
Sij i=1, 2, j=1, 2 are given in (21). This estimator also can be obtained by
solving the generalized estimating equation in (11), where T=S12 and
W=722 711 . If the diagonal entries of 4 are not distinct, then the
algorithm in Section 4.2 can be used to solve the estimating equations. The
resulting estimators, however, do not maximize the likelihood function under
normality. The algorithm in Section 4.2 can be adapted to give MLEs in
the case of non-distinct singular values, but the modifications are not
described in the present article.
The asymptotic distributions of 1 , 4 , and 5 can be obtained from
Corollaries 3.13.4. The asymptotic covariance matrix of - n(+^&+) in
Corollary 3.4 is
8=V10(B$Eb A$Ea) 0(E$bBE$aA) V$10 ,
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where V10 is defined in Theorem 3; F1 is given in Theorem 1; Ea and Eb are
given in (24); and 0 is given in (15). Corollary 3.1 yields
E({^)={+n&1E1(K1&K2) vec 0n+O(n&2), where (33)
K1=V20(B$Eb A$Ea B$Eb A$Ea);
K2=V10[[B$ (vec B$)$A$711A]
_[Eb Eb W*&1(I&HF )(B$Eb A$Ea)]
+Ia, b[A$ (vec A$)$B$722B)]
_[Ea Ea I(b, a) W*&1(I&HF )(B$Eb A$Ea)]];
E1 is given in Theorem 2; and V10 , V20 and HF are defined in Theorem 3.
5.5. Reduced-Rank Regression
The reduced-rank regression model (Anderson [3], Izenman [26], Velu
et al. [52]) can be written as
Y=X02+X13+E, (34)
where Y: n_b is a random matrix of responses; X0 : n_p and X1 : n_a are
known design matrices; 2: p_b and 3: a_b are matrices of unknown regres-
sion coefficients; and E: n_a is a matrix of random errors. It is assumed that
Var(vec E)=7In ; 7: b_b is positive definite; and rank(3)=r<min(a, b).
Denote the partitioned design matrix (X0 X1) by X. It is assumed that
rank(X)=rx=rank(X0)+a.
If the non-zero singular values of 3 are distinct, then the MLE under
normality can be obtained by the method described in Tso [49]. Let
J=(X1 Y)$ (In&HX0)(X1 Y)=\J11J21
J12
J22+ ,
where HX0 is the projection operator X0(X$0 X0)
& X$0 . Then
3 =1 4 5 $=J&1211 Ur DrV$r J
12
22 , (35)
where UrDrV$r is the OLS rank-r SVD of J&1211 J12J
&12
22 . The MLE of 3
under normality and assuming distinct singular values was also derived by
Stoica and Viberg [48]. The estimator in (35) also can be obtained by
solving the generalized estimating equation in (11), where T=J&111 J12 ;
W=0n=7nJ&111 ; W =7 nJ
&1
11 ;
7 =n&1[(n&rx) S+(T&3 )$ J11(T&3 )];
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and S is given in (14). The solution to (11) still yields the MLE of 3
(under normality) even when the diagonal entries of 4 are not distinct. For
these cases, the algorithm in Section 4.2 can be used to solve the generalized
estimating equations.
Expanding W &1 around T&3 =0 yields
W &1=(n&rx)&1 (S&1J11)
&(n&rx)&2 [S&1(T&3 )$ J11(T&3 ) S&1J11]+Op(n&2).
(36)
The second term in (36) is Op(n&1). Accordingly, the second term in (36)
contributes Op(n&32) to the estimating equations and can be ignored when
expanding the estimating equations to order Op(n&32). The results are
summarized in Theorem 3 and its Corollaries, where =vec 7 and ^=vec S.
The asymptotic distributions of {^, 1 , 5 and 3 are given in Corollary 3.4,
where
8n=n[F$1(B$7&1BA$J11A) F1]&1,
and F1 is given in Theorem 1. Corollary 3.1 yields
E(+^)=+&
1
n(n&rx)
k1&
1
2n2
k2+O(n&32), where
k1=8n F$1[B$7
&1 (vec B$)$Ia]
_vec[(Iab&HF )$ [B$7&1;A$X$1 } 0 v1]];
k2=8n F$1(B$7
&1BA$J11A) F2 vec 8n ;
F1 is given in Theorem 1; F2 is given in Theorem 2; HF is given in
Theorem 3; ; and v1 are given in Theorem 5; and X1 } 0=(In&HX0) X1 . If
1n # R(X0), then k1=O(1), and this component can be dropped from the
expectation.
Izenman ([26]) and Stoica and Viberg ([48]) previously obtained the
asymptotic distribution of 3 when all singular values are distinct and when
sampling from a multivariate normal distribution. Velu, Reinsel, and Wichern
([52]) assumed distinct singular-values, factored 3 in (35) into the product
of two terms (J&1211 UrDr and V$r J
12
22 ), and obtained the asymptotic distri-
bution of each term. The factorization of 3 into the product of three terms
(1 , 4 , and 5 $) has advantages over the two term factorization of Velu et
al. In particular, the three-term factorization separates information about
the magnitude of 3 from information about the direction of the rows and
columns of 3.
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One test of H0 : 3=ki=1 1i5$i{i against a non-restricted 3 is to reject
H0 if
Q=n ln |Ib+(n&rx)&1 S&1(T&3 )$ J11(T&3 ) | (37)
is large, where S is given in (14). Under normality, Q in (37) is the LRT
statistic. Using Theorem 3 it is readily shown that if H0 is true, then
Q=vec(T&3)$ V vec(T&3)+Op(n&12), where
V=(BA)(B$7&1BA$J11A)(Iab&HF )(BA)$;
and HF is given in Theorem 3. Using
- n vec(T&3) wwdist N(0, 7nJ&111 ),
it follows that the asymptotic null distribution of Q is /2ab&& , where & is
given in Theorem 1. Gill and Lewbel [20] proposed an alternative method
for testing the rank of a matrix. Their test can be applied to reduced-rank
regression and is based on the LDU factorization, rather than on singular-
values. As noted by Cragg and Donald [12], however, their method is flawed.
Cragg and Donald gave a modification of Gill and Lewbel’s method that
yields an asymptotically valid test.
Theorem 3 can be modified to obtain the asymptotic non-null distribu-
tion of Q. The modification, however, is not described in this paper.
7. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The generalized estimating equation in (11) is optimized by choosing W
to be proportional to n Var(vec T). The weight matrix was chosen in this
manner for the reduced-rank regression model of Section 5.5, but not for
the remaining models in Section 5. Assuming finite eighth moments, one could
use Theorem 5 to construct a consistent estimator of n limn   Var(vec T)
for the remaining models. The asymptotic distributions (but not the bias
terms) summarized in Theorem 3 and its corollaries still hold if W is
equated to Var@(vec T). Estimators of this type were proposed by Ferguson
[16] and adapted for covariance structure analysis by Browne [5] and
[7] and Chamberlain [10].
Hu, Bentler, and Kano [25], Muthe n and Kaplan [38], among others
have shown that commonly used goodness of fit statistics based on the
Browne and Chamberlain estimators converge to their asymptotic /2 distri-
butions very slowly. These goodness of fit tests can have severely inflated
Type I error rates, even for very large sample sizes. Yuan and Bentler [54]
give a simple correction to the goodness of fit statistics. The corrected tests
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tend to have Type I error rates somewhat smaller than the nominal test
size. The Yuan and Bentler correction could be adapted for use on the
models in Section 5.
In some applications, investigators are interested in making substantive
interpretations of estimated singular- or eigen-vectors. The Corollaries to
Theorem 3 can be used to obtain the asymptotic distributions of these
estimators provided that the corresponding multiplicities have unit value. If
the multiplicities exceed one, then the vectors are not identified without
imposing additional constraints. In this case, the eigen- or singular-vectors
can be made identifiable by analytic rotation. Jolliffe [28] used this device
to stabilize principal components having nearly identical variances. Jolliffe
[29] described how the choice of normalization constraints affects the
rotation of eigen-vectors corresponding to different eigen-values. If rotation
is restricted to singular- or eigen-vectors whose singular- or eigen-values
are identical, however, then the rotated vectors are invariant with respect
to the choice of normalization constraints. The Corollaries to Theorem 3
can be used to obtain the asymptotic distribution of the rotated vectors,
but the details are not be described in this article.
APPENDIX
A1. MATLAB Code
The following code for MATLAB version 5 can be used to compute Pt ,
Pg , Px , Gg , Gx , Dg and Dx . Before executing the code, the variables a, b,
and the vector of multiplicities, m, must be defined
k=length(m); r=sum(m); r2=r V (r+1)2; Ia=eye(a); Ib=eye(b);
Ir=eye(r);Pt=zeros(r 72,k);as=aVr&(r 72+m’Vm)2; bs=bVr&r2;
Gg=zeros(a V r,r2); Gx=zeros(b V r,r2); Pg=zeros(a V r,as);
Px=zeros(b V r,bs); Dg=zeros(a V r,as); Dx=zeros(b V r,bs); f=0;
for j=1:r
for i=j:r
f=f+1;
Gg((j-1) V a+i,f)=1; Gx((j-1) V b+i,f)=1;
end; end;
f=0;
for j=1:k
sj=sum(m(1:j&1));
for s=sj+1:sj+m(j)
Pt((s&1) V r+s,j)=1;
for i=1:sj
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f=f+1; sa=(s&1) V a+i; sb=(s&1) V b+i; Pg(sa,f)=1;
Px(sb,f)=1; Dg(sa,f)=1; Dg((i&1) V a+s,f)=&1;
Dx(sb,f)=1; Dx((i&1) V b+s,f)=&1;
end; end; end;
for i=r+1:b
for j=1:r
f=f+1;
if i< =a
ja=(j&1) V a+i; Pg(ja,f)=1; Dg(ja,f)=1;
end;
jb=(j&1) V b+i; Px(jb,f)=1; Dx(jb,f)=1;
end; end;
for j=1:k
sj=sum(m(1:j&1));
for s=sj+2:sj+m(j)
for i=sj+1:s&1
f=f+1;
sb=(s&1) V b+i; Px(sb,f)=1; Dx(sb,f)=1;
Dx((i&1) V b+s,f)=&1;
end; end; end;
A2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let Gg : ar_r(r+1)2 and Gx : br_r(r+1)2 be matrices of zeros and
ones constructed so that
’^g=G$g vec(1 *) and ’^x=G$x vec(5 *). (38)
The ar-vector vec(1 *) can be written as vec(1 *)=Pg +^g+Gg ’^g , where Pg
is defined in (8) and Gg is defined in (38). Accordingly,
D g #
 vec(1 *)
 +^$g
=Pg+Gg \ ’^g +^$g + . (39)
The computation of ’^g+^$g takes advantage of the orthonormal restriction
on 1 *:
1 *$1 *=Ir O
ei
r$1 *$1 *erj
 +^$g
=0; 1i jr;
O vec[1 *(eri ej
r$+erj ei
r$)]$ \ vec(1 *) +^$g +=0; 1i jr
O N $g _Pg+Gg \ ’^g +^$g +&=0, (40)
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where N g is an ar_r(r+1)2 matrix whose [(i&1)(r&i2)+ j]th column
is vec[1 *(eri e
r$j+e
r
j e
r$i]; 1i jr. Solving (40) for  ’^g  +^$g and sub-
stituting in (39) yields D g=[Iar&Gg(N $gGg)
&1 N $g] Pg if (N $gGg)
&1 exists.
Let Ng be N g evaluated at +^g=0. It is readily shown that N$gGg is a
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries all ones and twos. Thus, N$gGg is
non-singular and ’^g is a differentiable function of +^g in a neighborhood
of 0. Using (6), the projection operator, Gg(N$g Gg)
&1 N$g , simplifies to
Gg(N$g Gg)
&1 N$g= :
r
i=1
:
r
j=i
[(e ri ei
r$eaj ej
a$)+(e ri ej
r$eaj ei
a$)](1+$ij),
(41)
where $ij is Kronecker’s $. Writing Dg as [Iar&Gg(N$g Gg)&1 N$g] Pg
and simplifying yields the expression in the statement of Theorem 1. The
same arguments applied to 5* yield Dx . Properly arranging the derivatives
yields F1 .
The expression for DNg can obtained in two steps. First, the derivative
of ?^g with respect to ; g can be found by the method above. Second, the
derivative of ; g with respect to +^g can be found by using the constraint
1 *$1 *N =0. Evaluating the derivative at +^g=0 and simplifying yields the
result. The expression for DNx can be obtained in the same manner.
That F1 has full column rank can be established as follows. Write F1 as
F1=(Ft Fg Fx), where the three sub-matrices correspond to the sub-
matrices given in Theorem 1. It can be shown that (i) Ft , Fg , and Fx each
have full column rank; (ii) R(Ft)=R(Fg); (iii) R(Ft)=R(Fx); and (iv)
Dim[R(Fg) & R(Fx)]=0. Result (iv) depends critically on the placement
of the structural zeros in 1 *. Results (i)(iv) imply that F1 in Theorem 1
has full column-rank.
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